Staff Instructions

Bring sunscreen and/or bug spray. Plan for the weather, this is an outside venue!

What to Wear: Gold RMC Polo Shirt and khaki pants or shorts. RMC hats can be worn. Facial hair is allowed, but must be nearly trimmed.

RMC Office: Check in with the Supervisor at the Front Gate of the amphitheater or at the top of the seating area.

Parking: Employee Parking Lot - Follow Directions Below. Enter Employee Gate and proceed to Amphitheater.

Directions

Take I-95 N to Exit 98, bear RIGHT off exit.
You will see signs for King's Dominion
At the first stoplight take a RIGHT
Follow road past the Best Western to Security Gate 1
Go through gate and continue STRAIGHT.
Park in that lot - this is the Employee Lot.